
On Pro for home

On Pro is a mobile app designed for smart home systems that 
enable users to control all the connected devices in the house, 
such as lighting, shading, HVAC, security, etc. Functions like 
Scene and Automation for multiple devices also help quickly 
create a comfortable and convenient living space.  



Well laid out design

The interface is simple and easy to understand. You can view the indoor environmental quality, 

security state, latest news, as well as other information you may care about on the homepage.

There are also shortcuts to control your favorite functions and scenarios.



Control various devices 
intuitively 

On Pro enables the control of over ten types of devic-
es, which are categorized into room and function. 
Each function area is designed like a card for more in-
tuitive and direct control.



Focus on improving your 
experience.

Enable you to quickly access frequently used 
functions and scenes. 

Record the function category your preferred.

Recommended mode of color temperature for 
your comfort.

Discover more surprises yourself.   



Set up automation mode

Whether time, scene, location, or function, all can be the con-
dition that triggers the task. Set up the automation scene you 
like in advance, such as Get up Mode. At 8:00 a.m., the shutter 
will turn on automatically, and the soft background music rings 
out. Let the sunshine gently wake you up.

Get up Mode: +



Adding a scene could be amusing

A smart scene allows users to control multiple devices with 
one touch, which quickly creates the desired atmosphere. It 
makes device control more convenient. And the scene function 
on ON+ also makes the process easier and more accessible.

Add scene
Add any features in
the scene at will.

Capture scene
Directly save the
present status.



Experience the joy of sharing

On Pro allows users to invite new members by adding 

their accounts. You are free to share the permissions 

of controlling the space and devices with your family 

and friends.



Easily meet your needs

Relying on the openness and compatibility of HDL 
ecosystem, On Pro can add a variety of functions 
through integrating with third-party platforms with 
ease. Everything is just that simple.



Quickly answer your questions

In the support section, you are able to �nd answers to questions that are frequently asked 

or contact the technical team directly. Whether it is function-related or usage problems, 

it can solve your doubts.
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